Course Overview
We are excited to announce our Distance Learning Combo Course Offerings! Nowadays everything has been
computerized and the internet makes it easier to run any type of business you can think of. And it became almost impossible
to stay away from it. Every company needs a website or a piece of software to operate. If you're thinking of becoming more
serious about web development or web designing, taking this certified modules will make you a full front end developer. These
skills will open up more income-generating opportunities. Even for non-technical professionals. Still, it's also a great choice if
you're looking to switch careers or venture into freelance development .

Modules Combined

Description

Objectives

IT Specialist HTML and CSS

Candidates for this exam will demonstrate that they
can structure a webpage using HTML elements
and create and apply styles using CSS.

HTML Fundamentals
CSS Fundamentals
Document Structure using HTML
Multimedia Presentation using
HTML
Webpage Styling using CSS
Accessibility, Readability, and
Testing

IT Specialist JavaScript

Candidates for this exam will demonstrate that they
can recognize, write, and debug JavaScript code
that will logically solve a problem.

JavaScript Operators, Methods,
and Keywords
Variables, Data Types, and
Functions
Decisions and Loops
Document Object Model
HTML Forms

Adobe Photoshop

Candidates for this exam identifies the foundational
skills to effectively
communicate using digital media tools. Design
professionals, businesses, and educational
institutions around the world, demonstrated that the
objectives cover
foundational skill expectations for visual design. An
individual earning this certification is
familiar with product features and capabilities, as
well as relevant career concepts.
Individuals who have earned an Adobe Certified
Professional certification have demonstrated
mastery of skills obtained in this course

Working in the Design Industry
Project Setup and Interface
Organizing Documents
Creating and Modifying Visual
Elements
Publishing Digital Media

Entrepreneurship and Small
Business (ESB)

The ESB certification is built to test and validate
foundation-level concepts and knowledge in
entrepreneurship and small business management.
These core concepts include entrepreneurship;
recognizing and evaluating opportunities; planning
for, starting, and operating a business; marketing
and sales; venture capital and seed funding; and
financial management.

The Entrepreneur
Opportunity Recognition
Starting a Business
Business Operations
Marketing and Sales
Financial Management

Deposit (60%)

Balance

Distance Learning Payment Plan
Course Fee

(To

R6, 490.00
BANKING DETAILS
Bank Name: FNB
Account Name: Genesis CITI
Account No: 62817742382
Account Type: Business Account
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Branch Code: 200810
Deposit Reference: ID Number

R3, 894.00

Be Paid Before Writing Final Exam)

R2, 596.00

Duration

